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Objectives

● Become familiar with what databases are, why they can be 
useful, and the steps to designing an effective database.

● Come to agreed understanding of purpose of next phase of 
BC database, what we want it to enable us to do.

● Collaboratively design new data model, schema, and data 
dictionary, building upon work that has already been 
done.



What is a database?

Datum or data element: a piece of factual information.

Database: a collection of related data that represents some 
aspect of the real world, and that is designed and populated 
to serve a specific purpose.

Typically implemented using database management software 
that allows users to retrieve selected/filtered data, sort, 
count or calculate data.



How can a database be useful to you?

● An accessible and centralized place to store information 
you want to hold on to.

● Structured data can harness computing power to sort, 
match, link, calculate, aggregate information, and see it 
in different ways.

● Structured data is easier to share and invite 
collaboration on.

● Enabling strategic use and exchange of information.



Some examples of databases



Invisible Institute, Citizen Police Data Project



Lucy Parsons Lab, Open Oversight



Security Force Monitor, “Who was in Command” database



Berkeley Copwatch, internal database



Database vs. archive

● Archive: An organization (systems & people) that 
preserves and provides access to information objects 
(e.g. files, videos, documents, artworks, etc).

● Database: Compiled and structured data that serves some 
purpose. 

● Archives often have databases, to serve purpose of search 
and retrieval of objects. Archive databases contain a 
type of data called “metadata” - i.e. data that describes 
information object (e.g. data about a video, or data 
about a document).



Database vs. archive, Berkeley Copwatch

● BC has both a database and a video archive, that mostly 
function separately.

● Do we want them to be more integrated? The database can 
contain data about policing and metadata about videos.

If so, let’s make sure to include in data modeling, up 
next...
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1. Gathering requirements

Creating a common understanding of why, who we are creating 
this database for, what those users need to be able to do. 

Databases provide responses to queries. 

● What questions do we want to be able to answer using the 
data?



Example: “Who Was In Command” database



Berkeley Copwatch requirements: discussion

● What should the purpose of this next phase of the 
Berkeley Copwatch database be?

● Review preliminary set of questions. Is this the 
information we want to know? Any additions / revisions?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wwLYxJHFvxwiyUA2qKzHASkSMDRe57-kX_AaiXwUxPs/edit?usp=sharing
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2. Analyzing requirements → Data model

Examining requirements and determining what data needs to be 
in the database, how data items need to be structured, in 
order to answer your questions. 

→  High-level “blueprint” that outlines your data “house”.

 



Example: (early) data model from Open Oversight



Same (updated) data model, represented in another way



Components of a data model

Entities: The real-life things (people, objects, events, 
etc) that the database contains information about. E.g. 
officers, events, videos.

Attributes: Aspects of the entities, i.e. the fields within 
each entity. E.g. Officer: First name, last name, shield 
number. 

Relationships: How different entities are associated with 
each other. E.g. Video documents an Event. 



Example: Open Oversight

ENTITY (Officer) 

RELATIONSHIP (Officer has one or more Assignments)

ATTRIBUTES



Example: Open Oversight
ENTITY (Officer) 

ATTRIBUTES

RELATIONSHIP



Let’s Data Model What we’re going to do 
next:

● Identify entities.
● Identify attributes for 

those entities.
● Identify relationships 

between entities.

Based on the questions we 
want to answer



Identifying entities

Looking back at our questions, what are the real-life things 
(people, objects, events) that we are asking questions 
about?

Example: WhoWasInCommand’s questions: 



Example: Entities in WhoWasInCommand data model



Exercise: Identifying entities

From our requirements/questions, what/who are we trying to 
answer questions about?

● Start with the explicit subjects & objects of questions.

● Entities might not be explicit, e.g. “Do BPD officers 
profile by race?” -- what are we counting in order to 
answer this question?

● Consider if some things can be generalized into a broader 
entity (e.g. “searches” and “raids” as types of 
“Events”).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wwLYxJHFvxwiyUA2qKzHASkSMDRe57-kX_AaiXwUxPs/edit?usp=sharing


Clarify: What does having (separate) entities mean?

VS.



Why have entities / relationships?: Examples

● Can create a record for Victim without necessarily 
creating a Incident record first. Or can delete an 
Incident record without losing data about Victim.

● If updating Complainant Address for complainant with 
multiple complaints, only need to do it once. Less chance 
of inconsistency/error.

● Can associate multiple Victims to a single Incident 
without creating sorting / counting problems.



Identifying attributes

● Next, what are the properties/aspects of each entity that 
will help us answer our questions? 

E.g. “Person” entity might include: name, race, gender, 
immigration status, health status, etc. etc.



Example: Legal Aid database 
Officer entity

(Note: as you can see, 
it’s not 100% clear what 
some of these attributes 
mean. That’s why we need 
a data dictionary -- 
coming up later!)



Exercise: Identifying attributes

Working in pairs(?), take one of the entities we’ve 
identified, and brainstorm a list of attributes on the 
worksheets, which we’ll post on the wall.

Refer to:

● Our questions / requirements list.
● Current Berkeley Copwatch database attributes (up next).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11gq_VPwPh5atle_VVWmRnvXBKRI5QwLi3vF880MlypE/edit


Tips for identifying attributes

● Any entity can have an infinite number of attributes. 
Choose ones that are important for identifying entity and 
answering questions.

● If there’s an important attribute that doesn’t belong to 
any of the entities we’ve identified, we will make a new 
entity. Don’t shoehorn attribute into entity it doesn’t 
describe.

● Consider what data you realistically have. 



Current Berkeley 
Copwatch database

● Attributes list from DB

● Forms templates (1,2,3)

● Currently in one entity 
(incidents). Let’s use 
these attributes but store 
under new entities.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FZNZXfTU09T-0fDgINsYa4gbKd4xBP7-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-6sxMnEWL9nqJIkN__3-9IhbIF1UaTId
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-97LTLEEMmMEMBeNFA_Vsr_MN9gGAblC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-EbGYvlJNipTeNSzkOMdTNq0Uhc2Jgot


Last data modeling step! Identifying relationships

Drawing the relationships that we want to examine between 
the entities.

Many possible relationships, but create ones that:

● Reflect real-life relationships.
● Are as simple as possible, while allowing us to answer 

our questions.
● Tip: try stating the relationship in a “entity verb 

entity” sentence, e.g. “Videos show an Event”



Example: Identifying relationships

“Which officers have a history of lawsuits against them”?

To answer this question, we should connect officer and 
lawsuit entities: 

is named in



Example: Identifying relationships 

“Do officers conduct searches based on people’s race?”

This question can involve 3 related entities.

Involved in Involved in

InvolvesInvolves



Exercise: Identifying relationships

Using the string, let’s map out the relationships we want to 
explore between entities.

Relationships should:

● Help us answer our questions.
● Reflect real-life association.
● As simple as possible, avoiding redundancy and loops.



Congratulations! 
We have a conceptual data model!
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3. Design database: Elaborating the data model

Logical data model: Follows from conceptual model, but goes 
into more technical detail about the database structure 
(e.g. keys or ids, direction of relationship lines, 
additional tables to handle many-to-many relationships, 
etc). 

Can use this to implement database in any database software.

Often visualized as an Entity Relationship Diagram.



Example: El Grito entity relationship diagram



Design database: setting data rules 

Database design also involves setting rules for each data 
element:

● Definition of the field/attribute.
● Controlled vocabularies or defined value lists.
● Syntax rules for values.
● Whether a value is required or optional.

These rules can be documented in a Data Dictionary.



Example: Data dictionary



Exercise: Data Dictionary

Let’s focus on the attributes that would be helpful to 
define as a group.

For controlled vocabularies, we can use current BC database 
value lists as a start.

● Any attributes need to be more clearly defined?
● Any attributes that need a controlled vocabulary? Do 

value terms need to be defined?
● Do we need to apply specific rules to any elements?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1trXbG-mR4H-txhjJ1STGbTeYoixguH2K68QldpCFjr8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1trXbG-mR4H-txhjJ1STGbTeYoixguH2K68QldpCFjr8/edit?usp=sharing
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Implementation: Next steps

● Implement the database for initial testing.

● Choose appropriate database management software / 
platform.

● Create views / presentation of the data (may have 
different views for different user types). 


